Synchronization of Dictyostelium discoideum adhesion and spreading using electrostatic forces.
Synchronization of cell spreading is valuable for the study of molecular events involved in the formation of adhesive contacts with the substrate. At a low ionic concentration (0.17 mM) Dictyostelium discoideum cells levitate over negatively charged surfaces due to electrostatic repulsion. First, a two-chamber device, divided by a porous membrane, allows to quickly increase the ionic concentration around the levitating cells. In this way, a good synchronization was obtained, the onsets of cell spreading being separated by less than 5 s. Secondly applying a high potential pulse (2.5 V/Ref, 0.1s) to an Indium Tin Oxide surface attracts the cells toward the surface where they synchronously spread as monitored by LimE(Deltacoil)-GFP. During spreading, actin polymerizes in series of active spots. On average, the first spot appears 8-11s after the electric pulse and the next ones appear regularly, separated by about 10s. Synchronized actin-polymerization activity continues for 40s. Using an electric pulse to control the exact time point at which cells contact the surface has allowed for the first time to quantify the cellular response time for actin polymerization. Electrochemical synchronization is therefore a valuable tool to study intracellular responses to contact.